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ABSTRACT

This paper-focuses on the psychological and social adjustment

of Indochinese refugees in the State of Illinois. The adjuitment

patterns of the refugees are examined by their intrapersonal* and
A

interpersonal communication patterns. Variables analyzed in this
J ,

study include: Self image, discrepancy between perce_ptions of self/

others, alienation, acculturation Motivation, language,competence, and

degree of involvement in interpersonal comunication relationships

,with members of the host soc)ety on three levels of intimacy (casual

4

acquailitances, casual friends, and intimate friends).
g

The data were collected from 809 Indochinese heads oflhouseholds

during May through September1919 through personal i.nterviews and question-

naires. Findings are reported in terms of: 1 ) patterns ofintraperisonal

and interpersonal communication, among the Indochinese refuOes and, 2) .

r^latilonships among the variables within and 'between the two dimensions
k . (

of communication (intrapersonal communication and interpersonal communi-

cation). Five propositions were derived from an interactive communica-

tion theory of the general acculturation process. The data supported .

four of, the five prorositions.
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INTRODUCTION

,
. .

.

: (
94nce April, 1975 when the first group of refugees were evacuaied

from.Vietnam, approximately.24,000 Indochinese.refugees hive been re-
settled within the United States., At present, there are over 400,000

such Indochinese refugees Ln Southeast Asian camps. As liong as'theA
hostilities andtgovernment repression continue in Southeast Asia,
refugees will continue to seek to 'immigrate. Some of these refugees2

will undoubtedly become eljgible for admission and resettlement insthe
United States.: It is expected that, over the n'ext two years, the
number of Indochinese tefugees- in the.United.States will increase to

approximately 500,000.
1

Although the 254,000 refugees- in 'the,-.United States have come from ,

the three-natiohs,of Indochina -- CambodilUaoS, and Vietnam, there are
four ethnic groups that are euLltural)y and linguistically distinct.

4,They are Cambodian,
Laotian, kaO temong (Oom-Lao),

and Vietnamese.

e
The IndOchinese refugees have now resettled throughout the United States,

1

particularly'in Califc:rnia (33.0i) and in Texas (9,8% Among 41e other.
,

states, Pennsylvania, Washington, West Virginia, Louisiana,,Iliivlois and.

a

Vi naidia have 3.0% to 4.5% of the total Indochinese refugee population.z
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From the beginning, the Iflaochinese.resettleMent program inthe
.7

United States ha5,been a Milt effort of the private and public

sectors.A The private, voluntary agencies have undertaken almost all

of 'the initial sponsorship and-resettlement of 'refugees in this country.

Through their religious congregations and the!' 4upport of their bene-

factors, virtualfy all of the 254,000 Indochinese in.the U.S. havebeen

eesettled with American individuals,sfamilies, or groups throughout the
.

country. The federal'government has, at the same time, provided fullA

support for the state and local government agenciesthat have protelded

. .

for the welfare and special-social service needs of the refugees..

Almost five )4)ars have passed 'since the first arrival of the Indo-

chinese ref-ugees in.the United Statei. The Federal- and local govern-

ments have begun'to investigate the resettlement and adjustment situations

of the refugees.by provrtling rdsearch grants. Each of the states of

California and Texas (the two states viith the largest concentration of
rn

Indochinese refugees) has recently conducied an extensive study of

its Indochinese population. 3
Since Nolember, 1970, the State'of 11-'

linois has been conducrting a comprehehsive study of the Indochinese

refugees residing in the stale.,Although these anC1 other projects.have

been designed and conducted independently of one anoOler, all share a

common research purpose, i.e., to determine and evaluate the patterns\

of resettlement of tke Indochinese refugees to the new Culture during-

'A
their first few-years in the.U.S.

The present'paper is based on a portion of the preliminary results

from 0'4 ongoing Indochinesg risearch.project in the State of 1,11inois,

1
,A
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t The focus of the analysis will be the psychological and social adjustment

of the refugees as reflected in'their intrapersonal and interpersonal com-

munication patterns. Mo e -specifically, the paper atteitpts to: 1) de-
,

scribe patterns of intr personal and interpersonal communication among the

Indochinese refugees, 2 to explore the relApnship 'among the variables

of these two dimensions of communication, and 3) to test fkie propositions

derived from an interactivecomthunication theory of the general accul-
1

,

.
turation process mong the Indochinese population who are in their initial

phase of acculturation.
,

THEORY

The theoretical basis of the present analysis h4 been elaborated

on elsewhere (Kim, 1p9). In this section, therefore, only a brief

outline of the theOry will be presented focusing primarily on the intra-

personal anJ interpersonal communication patterns of an immigrant in the

process of acculturation.

06.
TrI!_sy!_t_sasFL,Ls.

Each immigrant or refugee cap be vrewed as an open system exchanging

materials, energies, and information with the environment. An Immigrant,

as an,open system, shows a-tivality called adaptation. That is, an im-

migrant pOssesses the ability to readt to the new cultural environment

in a way that is favorable in 'some sense to the continued operation of his/

her existence. From the systems perspective, then, acculturation can be de-

fined as an adaptive.process which occurs in individuals raised'in one cultUre

and moved to another culture. Qominunication is the fundamental process, in

._
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and through which acculturation occars. Through comunication, an im-

migrant succeeds or fails to evoke the kind of interpersonal- relations in

whiO he/she can,pursue his/her goals.-

From the systems pershective, aid human communication can be

categorized into intrapersonal (or personal) and social communication

(Ruben, 1975). Intrapersonal communication refers to the mental proces,ses

in which an individual organizes himself/herself in an'd with his/her

socio7cultural environment. Intrapersonal communication Is closely linked

to 'social communication when two or more individuals organtze with one

another in an effort to adapt to their envir9nment (Ruben, 1975, p.'171).

Through social,comniunication,.an immigrant acquires knoWledge and under-

standing of bis/her new socio-cultural environment and adopts, appropriate

'ways to respond to it. 'Such knowledge and understanding provides a basis

of the immigrant's intrapersonal communication, which, in turn, affects

-his/her.social communication patterns.

Interpersonal: communication IS one ql theth.My...444ente1it1 of social

n%411-41h1communication,a.longwitHOrvfirrO :rTef ;;senvironment including mass

media content. 44iPared to mere observation,,Interpersonal coMmunication
.

is genera Vconsidered more intense, direct, and has a detdiled influence

on t immigrant's adaptabion to the host sociocultural system (Kim, 1977,

4 The.simultaneous feedback in the, intei-personal communication

4rocess is an active acculturation agent, reinforcing the norms, rules,

and behaviOr patterns of the host society.

1

intrapersonal and_ interpersonal communication are two inter-

dependent, interactive, andoinseparable processes of ommunication..

Through intrapersonal and 40iterperSona1 communication, an immibrant'

learns.andinliarnalizes, symbolically, the accepted cultdral norm',
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operating principles', habies, rituals, protpcols, required competen-
,

cies, ethical standards, and laws in the host soclocultu'ral system.

from the theoretical framework ouilined in Ghe foregoing para-

graphs, the following axioms.are derived,characterizing an immigrant's

acculturation process fro4 the communication systems'yerspective.

Axiom l:\cThe acculturatTon process is a continuousf adaptive
process which occUrs in individuals raised in one

) culture and moved to another culture.

Axiom 2: Communication is the fundamental process in and
through which acculturation occurs.

Axiom 3: Communication patterns of an immigrant at one'
point of time reflect the degree of his/her acculturation.

Axiom 4: The two.interactive, interdepenglent dimenstodis of
communication intrapersonal and interpersonal
commOnication affect the acculturation process.

Axion 5: The patterns of intrapersonal and social con/munication
of an imml,grant at one point of time reflect the degree
of his/her accultOration.

Constructs

..Based On the foregoing theoretical framework, a number of constructs

are identified below as some of #he aspects of intrapersonal and inter-
.

.

personal comTunicatidn. 'Although these constructs diript exhaust all pos-

sible aspects of.the complex processes of intrapergonal and interpersonal

communication, they are considered most relevant and useful Constructs to

study the acculturation process.

._=

Self Image: Ah immigrant*self image in the host socio-culturil

system is proposed as an-important intrapersonal communication.codstruct.

An immigrant's self image is iewed as a result of interaction between

the immigrant and the hol,t environment. At the same ti.me, the poSitive

or negative self image of an immigrant piays a crucial role in orienting
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the immigrant to interpersonal communicetion with member's of the -host

'society.

Discrepancy between images of Self/Others: An immigrant' per-

cep tion of congruency or incongruency between himself/herself and members

of the host society,assumes special importance in the accultuTation

process.. The relative distance between an immigrant's perception of

his/her self and the members of the host society is considered inversely-
.

related to his/her interpersonal communication with members of the host
. .

society.

Alienation! Another intrapersomal tommunicatiom construct closely

r I
related to the.above two,constructs is the feeljng of-aRenation

A
Oerienced by an immigrant- An immigrant's feeling of alienation is

viewed as-a result of dynamic interaction between the.immrigrant(and

the host environment. An inverse, reciprocal\eliijonship is expeCted

between an immigrant's feeling of alienation And the degree to which

he/she participates in in personal communfcdtion)with the.members of

(s
)the host society.

Motivation for Acculturation:- Anther construct of Intrapersonal

communication important to ffculturatiRp is an imarigrant's motkeation
11

to acculturate. The motirtion for acculturation is defined 'as .an gm-
*

migrant's desire to learn about, participate.in, and be oriented toward

the.host culture. The immigrant's motivatiom for.acculturation has been
A

found to affect.the process Of adapting to the host communication net-
%

works. Here, the reverse relationship is also proposed to be true,

i.e the more actively one participate§ in inter0ersonal cbmmunication,k

with memberg of the hos't society, the greater will be hjs/her Motivation

' for acculturation.
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Competence Host Lan9ua9e: Thq. impOrtatice of the'host.language

in the acculturation and the communication interaction of amimmigrant

is self Aident. Previout stadles have largely'supported the generalize-
. _

: tion that the learning of the hot lariguage aids acculturaition (Breton,

1964; Chan.ce, 1965; Richmond, 1967; Graves, 1967; Price, 1968, Kim, 1977a).

.

In this study, the competence in the host language is considered no

. only to promote, but also.to be.promoted by, an immigrant's interpersonal

communication with Members of the _host society.

Constructs of Interpersonal Communication

AR immigrant's interpersonal communication in. the host socio7

cultural systeM ocurs through interpersonal relationshipt. Interpersonal

relationship patterns represent the purpose, function; and product of the

immigrant's interpersonal rOmmunication (Lazarsfeld s Merton, 1964):

According to the "co-orientation" theory (Pearce.s, 5tamm,. 1973), two

individuals who develop an intimate friendship with each other neces-
i

sari-1y share a high degree of communication clo-orientation, i.e., the

perceived similarity between the individuals in their orientation toward/

the topic of their commUnication. An immigrant't interpersonal relation-.

ship patterns on various levels of intimacy are an effective and vita1 :'-'1

component of understanding his/her intrapersonal communiCation patterns.

The development in interpersonal relationships _between people

can be viewed roughly in three stages: (1) casual acquaintances one

he
,

..- knows well enough to)rk with when one happens to meet them, c2) caival

friends or colleagubs who a-re clOse enough to be invited to each other's

home, and (3) intimate or close friends with whom
'
one can discuss private

and pelrsonal. problems. ($.ee (im,,977c, 1978a, 1978b.). Based on

1 9.,
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such differential, levels-of interpersonal relationshif4i we:can examine

the,degree.to which an tmmigrant has been incorporated into the host
4

. social network as well as his/her,intrapersonal communication patterns.

Given the key crstructs of intrapersonal and InterperSonal cm-
)

munication and the interactive theory of acculturation outlined earlier,
IMO

the following propositions will be tested in the present survey lndo-.

chinese refugees in.their initial phase of acCulturation:"

Proposition 1: There is a positive relatiopship between an4

immigrant's self imageland his/her partici-

pation in interpersonal, communicatitn with

members of the host society.

Proposition 2 : There is an inverse relationship betWeen the per-
.

ceived discrepancy in an-Immigrant's image .of
I. gr...

himself/herself,and of Americans and his/her

Proposition

participation'th interpersonal communication

with them..
. so

There is an inverse relitionship between an im-,

migrant's,feeling-of alienation and his/her partici-

pation in interpersonal.. communicaiion with members.1

of::the host Society.

PropositiOn: There 14:.a pOsitive relatiOnship,between 1m- .

m16rant's motivation ftir "lturation and htis/her
, q

"patticipation in,iiiter'personal CpmmunicaUon with

membp:rs Of the oS:;i. society..

Proposition 5; There ia positivt relationshiP.between in tm-

. migr'ant's competency in.the..hosi -language.ind
e

his/hee participatiOn-irOnterpertOrial communi-

. cation withinembers Of Ai...host society.
.1

s

...a

-
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+ -METHODSI.AND PROCEDORES',..

Ihe Sbrv_st

-The. survey Of Indochinese refugtes wp.s condOcted during May through_

September, 1979,.throughout the'State of Illinois. Ail Identifiable
.

Indochinese family hOuseholds in the state were approached In this survey.

A family househola, Un this-study, is defined as the collective resrdential

unit consistiiig of one or more members of an immediate Or extended family.
4

Within a household, one adult, nreferably,the head'of the.household, was

requested to.particippte in the survey. When there was more-thao one,

fam)lyfidentified. in the same res.idence, Ihe head of each household was

included.

0
Due to the high mobility of the refugeT. population.within the state; 4;--

. $ -
* infl'owt d OutfloW from secondary migreftion between states, arid the rapid-.1

increase of new.refugee arrivls frci-Southeast Asia; cons'iderAle time
, II

and effort was devoted to compil,ing a comprehensive, accurate list of the

names and addresses of as many Indochinese refugees.as. possi9e. ,The
A

lists were provided by four voluntary agencies and,six. educational and'

public assistance institutions. After elFminating apy duplication of

names and.addresses,,a total of 3370 househol,ds were-identified,of which

.248 were Cambodian, 352 were Lao H'mong, 250-were 1:aotian and,2520 were

Vietnamese.

The survey was comprised of three phases: Phase r (Mar.June, 1979),

a mail,questionnaire survey sent to all Indochinese households through-

:,

out the state; Phase 2 (May-July, 1979), a survey administeted to

Indochinese pergons attendrng English classes through the cooperatiOW:.
111110 -
of r3 Illinois community colleges and 16ther educational institutions;

) A

1

- and Phase 3 (july-September, 1979),Asitgonal interviewe of Indochinese

12 . I /0
c.

`,4

I.
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three phases of the prolect. Third, the data col

as

C.
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persons in 'thbir homes ithrOirghOut the state. the:adoption of ehis

.three-phasethresearch sltrategif-perMittd.accesi to a larger. more,

diverSe and representa0ve groupsof indochines refugees than would'
.

have been achieved thro00 any single Metho of-data tollection:.
k 4

qcond, the procedure of varying themode f;data collectian provided

'an internal check on the rellability ahd't e.v.alidity of the findings

obtained in any one phar by examining many o same isues in all

I I

A

"4"

Ion process pro-.

vided suffib-ient flexiOlity to mgasure diverse a. ects of the refu6ees,
!

ranging from standard sOcio-demographic indicatQrs

social and cultural adj4stment.patterns. Fourth, the research strategy.

1

ps'ychological,.

I

made the overall data c011ection process economically feasible and

efficient while satisfying the above three merits vital to scientific

research.

A standard questionnaire was used'in the three phases of the surVey.

-

Eachlopestionnaire was translated into three languages: Cambodian, ,

Laotian and Vietnamese. A back-translation method was used to minimize

any discrepancies in meaning between the original EngliIh version and the

trahslated versions (Werner g Campbell, 1970). The questionnaire was

comprised-of two distinct parts, each addressing different thematic issues.

The first Part of the questionnaire dealt With the refugees' socio-demo- .

graphic characteristics, service utilizal.ton and evaluation and Major

service deeds and problems of adjustment in the Unitgd States. In the

second part, questions concerning the intrapersonal and interpersonal

communication patterns were included, along with other items. In the mail-

13
7
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questionnaire survey (Phase.1), only Items from the.first part of the
I.

questionnaire were used in order to maximize the return rate. "'In Phase'2

andyhasf 3, both parts of Pie questionnaire were used.

.4411fn all",-1777 out of the 3370 questionneires used II] the three
f

V VO

phases of the survey were completed and returned. Among,the 1593_non-

responses, 1178 were due to a change of address. The actue-return-rate

among those who,did receive a questionnaire through the mail or who were

contacCe'd in person was 81%, Among the 1777 questionnaires completed

and returWed, 968 were from Phase 1, 349 were from Phase 2, and 46Wwere
from Phase 3.

4ss

Measprement ittms

As discussed previously, the key constructs f intrapersonal and

interpersonal communIcation patterns were included in the second part

of the survey questionnaire. Pie measurement items that we're used in

the present survey of Indochinese refugees are brieflit described below.

Image of Self/Others. The ref6gee's perception of self in relation

tt Americans (ds well as ot'her members of the same ethnic group) was

measured using an eight-item Likert scale referring to eight personality

attributes: "te se," "patjent," "withdrawn,". "selfis1)," "happy:" 'poor,"

"cohfident,"and'"humble". Epch of the personality attributes was chosen

as a critical area 8f differences between the general personality of Ameri-
,

cans and that of tke Indochinese 'refugees. The respondent was asked to

.rate himself/perself, the American people, and th7e members of his/her

own ethnic group 1Cambod'an, Laotian, Lao H'mong, and Vietnamese) On

each of. the eight attributes Ss "very," "mode%tely,'". "only slightly."

"not at. all," or "don't know". These eight items were correlated moder-

stely.with one another in measuring theimmigrant's perception of Self,

14
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Americans, and Ethnic Grow. Cronbach's- Alpha for'the three scales of,-

Self, Americans,..-and Ethrtic Group was .79, .80, and .70 respect4vely.
A

. The.congruency or incongruencyln the refugee's perceptiom of

Self, the Americansv and Ethnic Group, was assessed by taking the

absolute values of distance between the refugee's ratings of Self, .

Americans, and Ethnic Group. The computed distante scofes or the

eight personality attri.butes wefe correlated with one another moderately.

Cronbach's Alpha for the Scale of Discrepancy between Self and Americans

was .72, for the Scale of Discrepancy between'Self and Ethnic Group .67,

and for the Scale of Discrepancy between Americans arid Ethnic Group .72.

CotTetenco in Host Languale: To assess the refugee's knowledge

of English, three questions were asked concerning the degree of

difficulty in Understanding Americans when they speak, the degree-of

difficulty for Americans in understanding the resporrdent's English

and the frequency Of hesitation in talking to Americans. 'it Was

assumed that,the respondent's own subjective evaluation of his/her

English competence was probably as influential on his/her interpersonal

communication behavfors as the actual command of the language.

CronbacWs Alpha for the three items was .75.

AOtivation for Acculturation: The refugee's motivatiori for

acCulturation was measured by the three questions asking their level

of interest and desire to learn the host-norms and culture, In making

friends with Americans, and in learning current events in the United

States. For-the three items, Cronbach's Alpha was .67. The relptively

low correlations among th-e 'items can.perhaps be attribmted to the

difficulty of testing the complex psychological state through simple '

questions. Distribution of responses on the four-point sca)es (little:'

'h lit.t1Clomewhait and% lo?) showed a skewness toward a higher level

411.

41. 0
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of Motivation,suggesting.tYlat adrtifact of "sociaJ desirabilJty"

might have biased-the responses. Nonetheless, the three items were
,

considered to provide a reasonable basis, albeit probably not sensitive

enough,.from which.the immigrant's motivation, or'at least, the extent

to which acculturation was conside'red socially desirable could be es-

timated.

Alienation: In assessing the respondeffes feel_ing of alienation,

a ten-item likert scafp was construdted. The4ten items were selected,

.for their relevancy and importance in the acculturation process. The
7

first.component of the ten items, social isolatiOn, measured feelings

of lonlliness and rejection, as well as.difficulties, in making American,

friends, The,second cOmponent, cultural estrangement, consisted of.

items measuring feelings of awkwardness abouf living in the United

5.tates, as well as difficulties in understanding the American way Qf

life. XhefthOrd component, powerlessness, primarily measured the extent

to which the respondent felt he could improve his life in America, and,

make some contribution to American society. TheAespondent was asked

to react ;to ,the ten statementi by selecting one of:five categorieS
P

II strongly agree," "agree," "disagree," "strongly disagree," *Id "don't
b

know." The ten items were moderately'correlated with one another in'the

scale of Alienation (Cronbach's.Alph6 = .75).

(

oft.
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Interpersonal ComnApication: The refugee's'involvement in inter-
-s..

.
.

personal communitation with Members of the host smiety was measuredirby ., .

the volume and intimacy of his/her social relationships. The respident

was asked to report, as accurately as,possible, the numbers.of'inter-

personal relationships'(with memb'ers of his/her.own ethmic group,.other

Indochinese refugees, White Americans, Black Americans, and other foreign-

born immigrants) on three levels of intimacy: casual acquaintances,

casual friends, and intimate friends. Casual acquaintances were defined

`as those individuals the respondent knew well enough to talk with when

they happen to meet, casual friendsvas those who were close enough to,,

(,

meet in one another's homes, and intimate friends as th9se with whom

the respondent could discuss his/her private and personal problems.

.1
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The following antlYsis is based on, (he Tes-ponies from, 809 lndo-
1

ch1nese refugees who participated in Phase'2 and,Phase 3 of the surly.

As notea previously, the. 1;714 on intrapersonal and interpersonal

communication patterns were not included in the ma 1 guestiOnnaire survey,

Phase 1. Of the 80j respondents; 43% were Vietnamese, 23% were Laotians,

20% were Lao ti'mong and 14% were Cambodians. This ethnic composition of

the respondents in Phase 2 and Phase 3 closely corresponds to the total

number of respondents in all three phases of the survey. More than half

(56%) of the 809 respondents had been living in the-United States less

than one year at the time of the survey. The remaining 44% inc'ludeii

respondents who had been living in the. United States from one to five

years.

ReSults reported in this iection Include:. 1) a deicripflon of the

Indochinese intrapersonal ad interpersonal communicatton patterns,

2) relationships'among variables of intraperional communication,

3) relationships among interpersonal communication variables, and 4). re-

lationships among yariabof intrapersonal and interpersonil communi-

cation. Based on theve,analyses, the five propositions presented in

Section B will be tested for empirical verification. '

Patterns of intrapersonal Communication

co

mine of Self/Others: The respondent's ratings of Self, Americans,

and hiS/her own Ethnic Group are described In Table 1. The refugees
A

41.
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Table (1): Percepiage Distribution ofPerc4ilon'of
Sehf(S), Ethnit-group,(E), and Americans(A).

Very-'Moderatel
15% 0C11 .

.11

Not at__ Donl-t
.

PIghtly all. Know. '.Total (N)'
231

"Tense" E 14 : 24 30 15 -1
A '9 1 16 17 17

2 12 3, 41
"Impat- E 1 10 38 36
lent" A 10 24 15

.12 22 . 31 28
"With- 9 24 31 17
drawri" A 4 10 12 35

9 16 24 45
"Self- 6 22 32 20
ish" A . 18 .21 11 13

7 39 34 13
"Confi- .E 23 22 34 15
dent" A 46 29 19

5 17 36 26
E 2 16 34 26

amit" A 19 16 15 11

6 18 37 23
Happx" E 13. 18 32 23

,A 28 48
18

5

44 34 14 5.
"Poor" 28 35 14 7

A 1 11 19

,

141
20
41

100%
100

WO

6 . 100
15 100

35 100

7 100
19 100

100

10 100
20 100,

37 100

7 100
6 100
2 100

22 106
22 100
39 100

16 -100
14 100

1 100

3
16

32

(765)
(752)

758)

(763)
(765)"

(762)-
(757)
(746)

070)
(752)
(752)

(763)
(759)
(750)

(761)

(749)

(745)

(766)

(765)

(753)

(77o)

.(761)

(750)
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tended to evaluaie themselve's mone,negatively than they.evaluated either

Or-Americans or their own Ethnic Group, ,on sucK personality attribAes
as t se," "withdrawn," "happy," "poor," and "confident." On the other
h'and, the 4iiericans were rated more negatively than Self and own Ethnic

Group on such characteristics as "patient," "selfish," and "arrogant."

In general, the respondents tended tO give "don't know" answers to ques-
H

tions concerning Americans more often tpan'in answers to questions con-

cerning Self and own Ethnic Group. The Ethnic Group was perceived'

more positively than Self, but less positively than Americans, on all

of the eight personality attributes.

The discrepancies in the respondent's images of Self, Americans and

owp,Ethnic Group showed similar results. The reported disclepancy be-

tTen 5elf.and Americans was greater than that of SeJf and own Ethnic

Group. The mean discrepancy scorefoor Self-Amer7ans was 11.1, for Self-

Ethnic Group 6.4, and for Ethnic Group-Americans 8.0,. The maximum and

minimum scores of discrepancy were 24 and 0, respectiveli, for all three

comparisons.
. .

.

,

Alienation: Aiconsiderable degree of a feeling of alienation was

observed among the refugees, in their resiconses to the Alienation Scale.

For example, 54%-of the respondents agreed, moderately or strongly, to

the statement, Tfeel awkward and out,-of-place in America,"- 62%,to

"It is difficult for me to understand the American way of life.'" and

63% to "I feel all alone in America." Also', a majority of the respondents.

disagreed to such *Statements as "The future looks very bright o me in

America," "As an-individual, I can contribute something to American

sociert," and'."I feel that the 'Americans that I 'know like me:", A strong.
.

attachment to the original culture wes suggested in the Tespondents' over-

whelming diagreements (73%) with thestatement, ,Ilany things my parents
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taught me in my biome country are not'useful In America." A mixed response

. was expressed, with regard to the,statement, "It Is easy for me to make

American friends."

The overall response pattern to' the Alienation Scale-seems to reflect\

the difficulties that the reftigees experience in adrusting to the new

environment,-their doubts abo t the attitudes of Americans tOward them,

and their future contribution to the American society. However, an

optimism was also seen toncerning the respondents' own future in America

as well as their sense of belongingnes's in the United States. More than

half of the respondents disagreed with the statement, "There is little

I can do to'improve my life in this country," and at the same time,

agreed with the statement,(Affeel I belong in American society." (See

Table 2.)

English Competence: An overall lack of English competence was in-

dicated by the respondents. As shown in Table .3, 70% of the respondents

reported that they comprehended less than half of the English spoken

'during a conversation. Almost 70% fel.t that Americans-understood their
'A

APA14, English less than half of the time. Furthermore, almost all (92%) of

. the respondents reported that they frequently hesitated to speak to

Americans because of their inability to express themselveslin 'English.

(See Table 3.)

Motivation for Acculturali As noted previously, distribution

of responses on the four-point scale ("little,' "a little," "somewhat,"
, r

and "a lot") of Motivation-for Acculturation showed a skewness/toward

a higher level of motiwation. More than 50% ,of the 'respondents expressed

that it was very important for them"to learn.about and understand the

ways that Amertcan people behave and think"; "to make ftlends.:with the
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Table (2): Pertentage DisEribution of Responses
to Alienation Items.

--wor

"I feel awkWard and out
of,place in America"

"It.is easy for me to
make American friends"

"The future looks very
bright for me in ATerica"

"Matt), things my parents
taught me in my home
country are not useful
in America"

"As an individual, I can
contribute something to'
American society"

"It is difficult for
me to understand the
American way of life"

"I feel like I belong
in American society"

"There is little I can
do to-improve my life
in this country"

"I feel that the Americans
that I know like me"

"I feei all alone in
America"

Strongly Strongly Doni
t -

Agree.. Agree Disagree Disagree Know Total (N)

25% 29% 23% 12% 100%(766)

23% 31% f4% 22%. 0% 100%(687).

11% 15% 41% 22% 11% 100%(768)

-

9% 10% 27% 46% 8% 100%(765)

5% 14% 44%. 30% 7% 100%(766).

26% 36% 18% 9% 11% 100t(775)

29% 29% 30% 12% 0% 100%(675)

14% 21% 42% 17% 6% 100%(751)

9% 23% 42% 151 11% 1001(757)

25% 38% 22% 8% 7% -10073(749)
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Table (3): Peicentage Distribution of Self-
Assessed English Competency N

h

None- A Little

Listening
Comprehension 23% 47%

,

Speaking
Ability 25% 44%

Self A

Confidence 57% 35%

Half

13%

-Mostly

Almost
Completely Total

15% 2% 100% (791)

14%
.
2% 100% (788)

.15% 100% (755)

4
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American people," and "to learn%bout the current political, economic

1

and sociiil 'Ititations and tbsdes of American society." (See Table 4.)

The significant digree'of skewness towards a higher level of motivationt.

suggests that these three items are not sensitive enough to make distinc-

tions in individual difference$ in a refugee's motivation for accultura-

tion, and that an artifact of social desirability may have biased the

responses.

Patterns of' Interpersonal Communication

Results frmm,the analysis of interpersonal communicion relation-

ship patterns are summarized in Table 5. (See Table 5.). On-all three

levels of interpersonal relationships ("acquaintances," "casual friends,"

and "intimate friends"), there was a consi$tent pattern of predominant

affiliation among the refugees within the same ethnic community. Inter-

action between the respondents and individuals oupi.de of their own com-.

munity seems minimal, particularly on-_the two more intimate levels of

interpersonal relationships, i.e., casual friends .and intimate friends.

The median nuMber of acquaintances of the respondents was 25

within their own ethnic group, 10.among other Indochinese refugees,

10 among White Americans, 4 among/Black Americans, and 5 among other

. foreign immigrants. This.distribution pattern of casual acquaintances

among different groups, however, was not present on the levels of casual

friends and imtimate friends. The median number of casual and4ntimate

friends within the respondent's own ethnic.group was 10 and 4 respectively..

On Ahe other hand, the median number of casual and intimate friends from.

all other groups was O.



Table (4): Percentage Distribution of
Acculturation Motivation

A,

Kim -22

Very ,tomewhat A tittle Not Total
Important Important Im.portant Important (9

Understanding the ways

that American people) be-

have and think:,

67%

,

26% -5% :2%

,

100% .

(767)

Making friends with

American people.
9% 7%

(172PII

Learning about evenfs/

' issues of American socjety.-,
73% 21% 5% 1% 100%

(760

Pro

.w
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Table (5): , Median Number of ACquaintances,
'Casual. Friends, and'intimatiefriends'

.

4.

Own Ethnic
Group

Other
. Indochinese

White -
Americans

Black
Americans .

'tea,

S.

Other Foreign -

Immigrants

Acquaintances

25

aSua mote
- 'Friends Friends

.10

JO - 0

10

4

,

0

'

41 .
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Givemthe-foregoing description of the Indochinese refugees'

intrapersonal and
interpersonal-communication patterns, an attempt has

been made to determine the interrelationships among the identifi-ed

Variables of Intrapersonal Communication: The Pearson Correlation
r's among the variables

of.intrapersonallFomilunication Ire reported in

Table 6. Some of the notable observations fnmm this analysis are sum-
marized below.

-First, there was a posiiive
relationship between the refugee"?

images of Self and that of Ameritans (r = .14, p_<001). A similar

positive relationship was eeri between the refygee's images of Self and
of his/her own Ethnic Group (r = 43, 2.<.001).

On ihe other hand,

an inverse relationship was suggested between the refugee's images of

Self.and the
perceived'discrepancy betWeen the Self and Americans

(r = -.47, 2.4.O01). Also, the refugee's image of Self was inversely

related to the perceived dist'repancy between Self and his/her own Ethnit
Group (r = EL(.001), and to the perceived direpancy getween
Ethnic Group and Americans (r = -.25, p..(.00l).

These results suggest

that the refugee Who has' a more positive.self-image tends to perceive

Americans, as well as his/her own Ethnib Group, more positively, and that
he/she will perceive fewer discrepancies between

himself/herself,'Americans,
and his/her own Ethnic Group.

Second, there was .seen an inverse
relationship between-the refugee's

Motivation for Acculturation and fils/her perception of his/her oWn Ethnic



Table (6): Pearson Correlation r among Intrapersonal Communication Variables

Self AmeriCan rthnjc.Group -Self:American SelfLEthnic Amer.-Ethnic Alienation En ltsh Motivation

Self 1.00

American.

.Ethnic Group

Self-American

.14** -.11* -.25** '37** .18**

1.00 .50** -29** .02
.0,410"4"W

-.30**

1.00 .02 .48*% -.54** .30** :03

1.00 .32** .54** -.35** -.30**_

Self.-Ethnic

American-Ethnic

Alienation

1.00 -.19** .

1.00
4

.06

.31**

...,
1.00

-.00

.15**

-.37**

English

ati

,Motivation

J.

28

.10*

1.00
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Group (L -.10, e< .005), and to.his/her feeling of Alienation

(r = -.19, E.< .001). The more motivated a refugee was to acculturate

into the American socio-cultural system, the less positive was his/her

,perception of his/her own Ethnic Group and the less he/she felt alienated

in the new environment.

Third, the refugee's English competence seemed inversely related4

to his/her perceived discprepaney between Self and Americans (r = -.30,

.p < .001), as well as to his/her feeling of Alienation (r . -.37,

p <2001). Also, the refugee's perception of Americans tended to be

inversely related to his/her English competence (r -.30, p <:.001).

These results indicate that the greater the refugee's competence in

EnglIsh, the less discrepancy he/she will see between himsejf/herself

and Americans and the less alle.çated he/she will feel from Americans.

On the other hand, the refugee s competencein English seemed inversely

related to his/her perce on of Americans, i.e.:. the more competent

the refugee wasp in English, the more negative was his/her perception of

Americans.

Variables of interpersonal Communication: Table 7 describes

the relationships among the variables of interpersonal cOmmunicatiob

as assessed by the refugee's interpersonal eelationships (among

Ihis/her own Ethnic Group, other Indochinese Refugees and White

Americans)'on three levels of intimacy (Casual Acquaintances,

Casual Friends, and Intimate Friends). Only the 'refugee's Interper-

sonal.Velationships with White Americans have bean included here

because of the minimal contact of the refugees with Blaa

Americans and other foreign Immigrants .(See fable 5.) In this

analysis, ail relationships among the variables were observed positive

1;nd statistically significant at least on the level, p <.05. This

result suggests that a refugee who actively participates in interaction

3 )
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with one group is likely'to also be active in his/her interpersonal

communication with other groups. Furthermore, a refugee with more

interpersonal relationships on one level of intimacy seems to have

more interpersonal relationships on other levels of intimacy as well.

(See,Table 7.)

Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Communication: Finally, the five

propositiop presented earlier in Section B based on the interactive

theory of acculturation ,havç been tested against the observed correlation

coefficients among the varia s of Intrapersonal communication and inter-

' personal communication. '(See Table 8.)

Proposition I, predicting a positive.relationOlip between an im-

migrant's self image and hi-S/her participation in Interpersonal communi-

catiop with members of the host society, was supported in this study. The

Pearson eorrelation r between the two variables was .01 (p

Proposition 2, predicting an Inverse relationship between'the per-

ceived diScrepancy In an immigrant's image of himself/herself and of

Americans and his/her participation in interpersonal communication with

Americans, was also supported IA this study, Ihe Pearson Correlation r

between the two variables was -.la

Proposition 3, predicting an inverse relationship between an im-

migrant's feeling.of.allenation and his(her participation in inter-

personal Communication with members of the host society, was supported.in

the present study. The Pearson Correlation r between the two variables

was - .14 (p. 4: .01).

PropOsition 4, prediceing a positive relatIonShip between an im-

migrant's motivation for acculturation.and his/her participation in
1

3
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Interpertonal communication with members of the,host society, was not

supported by the data. The Pearson Correlation r between the two variables',

-.05, was not statistically significant..

Prc4olosition 5, predicting a positive reationthip between an im-
_

migrant's English competence and his eKparticpatlon in interpersonal

communication with members of the host society, was supported in this

study. The Pearson Correlation r between the two variables was ;33 (p 4..001).

These results.indicate that the Indochinese refugee's interpersonal

communication with Americans. Is positively related to his/her positive

self-image, less discrepancy perceived sbetween Self en0 Americans, les's

feeling of alienation, and greater English coMpetence. Thus, four of:the.

original five propositions derived from the interactive communication

theory of the acculturation process have been empirically supported among

the Indochinese refugees, most of whose residency in the United States
fr

wai less,than one year at the time of the surveY. Although the proposed

relationship between the immigrant's acculturation motivation and his/her

interpersonal-communication with Americans was not supported, the Tow

reliability of hie measurement items used In the survey discourages a de-

cisive conclusion.

32
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Table (7): Pearson Correlation r amon Inter ersonal Communication Variables

(A)

Own Ethnic Group

Int.

Acq. Frnd: Frnd.

Other.l.ndochinese

Acct.

(B)

Int.

Frnd. Frnd.

(C)

White American'

Int.

Acct. Frnd. Frnd.

Acik. 1.00 .64*** .58** .43** 129** .18** .33** .27**

.(A) Frnd. 1.00 .60** .32** .34** .60** .36 * .A0** .25**

Int. Frnd. 1.00 .43** .32** .14** .29** .26**

Acq. LOD 44** .31** .55** 33** .34**

(B) irnd. 1.00 -.66** .32** .51** .38**'

(Fit. Frnd. 1.00 0 .34** .33** .38**

Acq. 1.00 .62**

.(C) Frnd. 1.00 A5**

4-

Int. Frnd. 1.00

Note: **2. .001, *p_..<- .01, All other r'; are statistically significant on the levels .05.

'34
r



Table (8): Pearson Correlation r among Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Communication'Variables

Intrapersonal

Interpersonal Self
Ameri- Ethnic
can ,Group

Self-
Amer.

Ethnic Group
Acquaintance .06 -.25*** -.20*** '-.15***

Other Imdochinese
Acquaintance .15* -.24*** -.03 -.06

White American
Acquaintance 17*** .21*** -.00 .

\
.

Note: ***E. <.001, **E <.0, *E .05

6'

I

Self-

Ethnic

-.65

Amer.-0
Ethnic

Aliena-
tion English

Moti-
vation

.08* .07 .16*** -.04

.02 -.03 .30*** -:11*

.06 -.11;** .33*** -.05

V

36
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CONCLUSION

The recent immigration of Indochinese refugees has provided a

valuable source of information concerning the nature of acculturation.

The present analysis of the Indochinese refugees' communication patterns

has shown a number of insights into their experiences in the initial

phase of the acculturation process. It has.been observed that the

Indochinese refugees communicate primarily with members of their own

ethnic group on all levels of intimacy. Their interactions with indi-

iiiduals outside their-own communi6f are Minimal and are limited

mostly to other Indochinese refugees and White Americans. Black Americans

and other foreign immigrant groups have not yet been.incorporated into

the interpersonal communication netWorks of the refugees.

The refugees' intrapersonal communication patterns show a general'
'

tendency of negative self-image, feeling of alienation, lack of competence

in English, and a high degree of dfssimilarity between themselves and

Americans. Alihough most yefugees expressed a considerable desire to

accuhturate into the American socio-cultural system, the low reliability

of the measurement used in the present study discourages a concrete

interpretation.

In addition'to the descrilitive information on the refugees' com-
t

munication patterns, the study has empirically verified.four of the

five propositions concerning the interactive nature of relationships

between an immigrant's intrapersonal communication and his/her interper-

Sonal communication patterns. A refugee's higher self-image, English

compentence, motivation for acculturation, and his/her lower feeling of

alienation, +lave been found significantly associated with his/her griater
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participation in interpersonal communication with members of the host
society. .

4:The immigrent's motivation for acculturatiOn, hot4ver, has-not been
found significabtly related to his/her

interpeirsonal communication with
members of the host tociety. Most of the refugees expressed a considerable
desire f6 acculturate into the American,culture, suggesting a possible bias
of "social desirability" in the responses. One can 'also speculate that,6

durfing th; initral phase of,acculturation, an immigrant's motivatidn- may
not ky4nificantly affect his/her

communication'behavior due to other.more
impendinOactors such as lack of English competence. A more elaborate
and sensitive measurement of acdulturation inotivation needs to be developed
in future research.

The majority of the respondents in 'this study had lived in the United
States less than one year at the time of the -Lirvey. The empirictol sup-
port for the four propositions enhances the generality-and explanatory
power of the underlying

theory, i.e., the interactive communication theory
of acculturation. Future ethpirical research testing the tame theoretidal
assumptions and propositions among differentimmigrant groups with dif-
ferent immigration history will further strengthen the theoretical basAs
of the present study.

4
Finally, the present study has attempted to bridge the gap betwIpn.

psychological and sociological studies on acculturatiOn,
'Most of the

psychological .studies on acculturation have fOcused on intrapersonal
variables (e.g., alienation,

psychological,dtsorder, and other mental
health related variables) without intiuding'the social interaction

.patterns of immigrants in their corIceptual framework. (See Qlmedo,.
. 1978, for a detailed review.)

On'the otherhand;
many sociological

studies focusipg on "social integration"
of immigrant

groups tmve devel9ped
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Indices to assess the-degree of an lmmigrant's social participation

and adjustment. These sociological studies, however, have not closely

examined the relationship between the variables of social Integration

and the variables of psychological adjustment. (See, for example, Spindler

6 Goldschmidt, 1952; Larerwitz, 1954; DeFleur 6 Cho, 1957-; RiChmond, 1967,

among otheTs.)

Acculturation is a dynamic, multidimensional process; an immigrant's

psychological, social, and all other processes are closely interrelated1

and concurrent. To provide more Comprehensive and realistic description,

explanation, and prediction of the acculturation process, efforts need to

be made to link the various dimensions of acculturation. The interactive

communication approach to cculturation in the present study is an Initial

attempt to provide such li kages.

'3 9
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1. The figures and predictionsare based on the statements
,made by Mr. Gene-Niewoehner, Coordinators Indochinese'Refugee'
Assistance Program, HEW-Region V, dOing,his persentation at
the American Psychological Association Annual Convention,
New York, September 3, 1979.

M 73

,or
2 The figures arebased On the informaiion reported in In3lochinese,

Refu ee Report, Vol': 1, No. 4, October 30, 1979. The Report_ is
pub is ed-by' American Public Welfare Association.

3

I.

See J.S. Aames, R.1. Aames, J. Jung 'and E. Karabenick, .

Indochinese Refugee Self-Sufficiency in California: .A Survey
and'Analysis of the'Vietnamese Cambarans; and Lao ail-d the

c
Agencies ihat Serve:TFi7"Aiiitrt 'submitted to State Department e

of Heelth, StalW7o7 Califoreip, September 1977;'C. Sedanko and
T.N,:i'Otchinoi' Needs Assessment of the.Texas Indochinese
Refugee Populat07,-Thase 1 Repoli, July 1978. 411Published by
the Texas DepartmentoMman.Resources.

Many of the Indochtne'se refpgees filintain an extended faMily
system, shartng common resources and activities.

.
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